Castello di Guarene

Just a few kilometres from Alba stands the Castello

di Guarene, an enchanting old stately home dating
back to the 1700s. It was the realization of a dream for
architecture enthusiast Count Carlo Giacinto Roero of
Guarene, whose friend, the celebrated Filippo Juvarra,
is credited with the design of the façade.
Perfectly preserved over the years along with all its
works of art, and an important stop-off on any tour
of Piedmontese Baroque, today the Castle is a firstclass hospitality facility, with a Restaurant and Spa.
Surrounded by vast, elegant Italian gardens created in
the first half of the 18th Century, the nearly 25-metre
high, three-storey building looks out from its extraordinarily privileged position onto the Unesco World
Heritage Site hills of the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato.
The furniture is mostly made up of original pieces
from the Castle itself, while some items have been
added from the private collections of the new owners.
The utmost respect has been shown for the frescoed
décor and layout, and the en-suite bathrooms have
been fully cladded in fine marble. The silk and velvet
wall coverings have been applied using padded frames,
just as they were in the residences of the aristocracy in
days gone by. Each of the 15 rooms has its own personality conjuring up the historic personality it is dedicated to, and all are appointed with smart technology,
LED television with SKY Gold Vision, safe, minibar,
and Wi-Fi Internet, ensuring that guests do not need
to forgo contemporary conveniences whilst experiencing the atmosphere of the 1700s.

The Castle of Guarene has an internal Restaurant with typical
Piedmontese cuisine: we will be glad to propose a menu to satisfy
your tastes.
The restaurant has two dining rooms:
- The “Sala Vele” can host a maximum of 70 people and is located
inside the Castle. The fireplaces, the original eighteenth-century
paintings on the walls and the elegant chandeliers with Bohemian
crystal make it a poetic and exclusive location.
- The “Orangerie” can host a maximum of 140 people. It is a long
room with large windows overlooking the beautiful garden.
In the Labyrinth Garden, adjacent to the Orangerie room, we can
arrange an aperitif or dinner in case the weather is nice.
The Hall of Honor on the Noble floor overlooks the Italian garden
which is rather behind the Castle: the ancient apartments of Roero
Counts have been preserved on this floor.

This is our proposal:
* Buffet aperitif in the Garden or, in case of bad weather, at the
Noble Floor of the Castello
* Menu to be confirmed, composed of 4 courses, wedding cake,
pastries and a four wine pairing.
We can include also music and open bar service:

Guarene is however able to manage any other type of
request, for an event that can truly be defined “made to
measure”. We point out that extra services are possible,
but must be requested in advance and confirmed by us.
The quotation includes everything above for
maximum 210 people.

Castello di Guarene assumes no responsibility for damage to persons or property deriving from the activity of external companies. Any
external company must sign in advance an assumption of responsibility for the work at our structure, and will not have access to it if not
as a result of this signature.
Any need for structural or non-structural interventions can only be carried out upon written request and written confirmation by the
Castle Management. They can not in any case be considered valid confirmations of this type if said only by voice, in person or by telephone.
The Castle of Guarene is able to handle any other type of request, for an event that we can really define “custom made”.

